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I have great pleasure in certifying that I have known Mr. NIKHIL KRISHNA for the last

four years when he joined this Department for his Ph. D Degree in Botany under my

guidance. He has done excellent work on the topic of his research, "Taxonomic studies on the

genus Begonia L. (Begoniaceae) in India". Now he is stepping up his research to the next level

by including molecular phylogeny in his studies to solve taxonomy and interrelationships of

species of much complex genus Begonia in India. During the last four years, he had traveled a lot

along the Western Ghats, Eastem Himalayas and other parts of Northeast India to collect plants

for his research and for establishing germplasm at Calicut University Botanical Garden. During

these years he has proved himself as a highly dedicated field botanist willing to preserve all the

rigors that go with it.
He has presented research papers and posters in severai national and international

conferences. He has described a new species and a new section in the genus Begonia. A couple

of papers on new taxa and nomenclature are awaiting publication. Mr. Nil':hil qualified the

National Eligibility Test conducted by Indian Council for Agricultural Research (ICAR) in Plant

Physiology, and has participated in many seminars and workshops on Plant Taxonomy and

Nomenclature and phylogeny during the research tenure.

Mr. Ni!,hil appeared to me as a very keen field botanist always prepared to take up any

additional responsibility. He has a very good hand in making Botanical illustration, preparing

specimens for the Herbarium, and in photography. He is a life rnember of Indian Association for

Angiosperm Taxonomy (IAAT) since 2018. He is sincere, diligent with excellent character and

pleasing manners. I have no reservations in recommending Mr. Nikhil Krishna for IAPT

Research Grants Program for 2020.

I wish grand success in all his future endeavors.

Dr. A.K. Pradeep

Assistant Professor
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